**Educational Aim**
To use blending and/or automatic word recognition to match words to pictures

**Story**
Your monsters have teamed up to get back all the treasures from the pirates. Each of your monsters has pictures of what they need to get and must look through all the treasures to find the words to match the pictures. Watch out though: there are pirate guards hiding in the treasure!

**Resources provided**
- Player boards
- Treasure chest board
- Deck of word cards with three unique words per player
- Deck of picture cards that correspond to words
- Six pirate picture cards

**Players**
2 - 4 players (If only for 2 players then each player will work with 2 games boards)

**Playing time**
Approx. 10 - 15 minutes

**What do you have to do to set up?**
- Place the treasure chest board in the middle of table.
- Give each player a game board and get them to pick three cards each from the deck of picture cards.
- Place their three picture cards on the top three squares of each game board.
- Shuffle the pirate cards in with the word cards and place these face down on the table.

**Aim of the game**
To work together as the monster team to get all the cards into the treasure chest before all the pirate cards are turned over.

**How do you play?**
1. The first player turns over a card. If it shows a pirate, the turn ends and the pirate card is placed face-up on the table. If it’s a word card and matches a picture on the player’s board, they place the word card under the matching picture.
2. Each player takes a turn following the guidance above.
3. Once a player matches all three pictures on their player board, they place the picture cards on the treasure chest board and turn the player board and word cards over.
4. The children (monster team) win if all 12 picture cards are placed on their player boards before all the pirate cards have been turned over. If that happens, the pirates have won!